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Abstract
In the current research the absorption and fluorescence spectrum
of Coumarin (334) and Rhodamine (590) in ethanol solvent at
different concentration (10-3, 10-4, 10-5) M had been studied. The
absorption intensity of these dyes increases as the Concentration
increase in addition to that the spectrum was shifted towards the
longer wavelength (red shift). The energy transfer process has been
investigated after achievement this condition. The fluorescence peak
intensity of donor molecule was decrease and its bandwidth will
increases on the contrary of the acceptor molecule its intensity
increase gradually and its bandwidth decreases as the acceptor
concentration increase.
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590  ﻭ ﺍﻟﺮﻭﺩﺍﻣﻴﻦ334 ﻋﻤﻠﻴﺎﺕ ﺍﻧﺘﻘﺎﻝ ﺍﻟﻄﺎﻗﻪ ﺑﻴﻦ ﺍﻟﺼﺒﻐﺘﻴﻦ ﺍﻟﻠﻴﺰﺭﻳﺘﻴﻦ ﻛﻮﻣﺎﺭﻳﻦ
 ﻧﻮﺭ ﺯﻫﻴﺮ ﺣﺒﻴﺐ،ﻧﺬﻳﺮﺓ ﻋﺒﺎﺱ ﻋﻠﻲ ﺍﻟﺘﻤﻴﻤﻲ
 ﺟﺎﻣﻌﺔ ﺑﻐﺪﺍﺩ، ﻛﻠﻴﺔ ﺍﻟﻌﻠﻮﻡ،ﻗﺴﻢ ﺍﻟﻔﻴﺰﻳﺎء
ﺍﻟﺨﻼﺻﺔ
( ﻓﻲ590) ( ﻭﺍﻟﺮﻭﺩﺍﻣﻴﻦ334) ﻓﻲ ﺍﻟﺒﺤﺚ ﺍﻟﺤﺎﻟﻲ ﺗﻢ ﺩﺭﺍﺳﺔ ﻁﻴﻒ ﺍﻻﻣﺘﺼﺎﺹ ﻭﺍﻻﻧﺒﻌﺎﺙ ﻟﺼﺒﻐﺔ ﺍﻟﻜﻮﻣﺎﺭﻳﻦ
 ﻭﺟﺪ ﺍﻥ ﺷﺪﺓ ﻁﻴﻒ ﺍﻻﻣﺘﺼﺎﺹ ﺗﺰﺩﺍﺩ ﻋﻨﺪﻣﺎ ﻳﺰﺩﺍﺩ ﺍﻟﺘﺮﻛﻴﺰ.(10-3,10-4,10-5) ﻣﺬﻳﺐ ﺍﻻﻳﺜﺎﻧﻮﻝ ﻭﻟﺘﺮﺍﻛﻴﺰ ﻣﺨﺘﻠﻔﺔ
 ﻛﻤﺎ ﺗﻢ ﺗﺤﻘﻴﻖ ﻋﻤﻠﻴﺔ ﺍﻧﺘﻘﺎﻝ ﺍﻟﻄﺎﻗﺔ ﻋﻨﺪ.(ﺍﺿﺎﻓﺔ ﺍﻟﻰ ﺍﺯﺍﺣﺔ ﺍﻟﻄﻴﻒ ﻧﺤﻮ ﺍﻻﻁﻮﺍﻝ ﺍﻟﻤﻮﺟﻴﺔ ﺍﻟﻄﻮﻳﻠﺔ )ﺍﺯﺍﺣﻪ ﺣﻤﺮﺍء
ﺍﻟﺘﺎﻛﺪ ﻣﻦ ﺗﺤﻘﻴﻖ ﻣﻌﺎﻳﻴﺮ ﺍﻧﺘﻘﺎﻝ ﺍﻟﻄﺎﻗﺔ ﻭﺍﻟﺘﻮﺍﻓﻖ ﺑﻴﻦ ﺍﻟﺼﺒﻐﺎﺕ ﺣﻴﺚ ﻟﻮﺣﻆ ﺍﻥ ﺷﺪﺓ ﺍﻻﻧﺒﻌﺎﺙ ﻟﻄﻴﻒ ﺍﻟﺠﺰﻳﺌﺔ ﺍﻟﻤﺎﻧﺤﺔ
ﻳﻘﻞ ﻭﻋﺮﺽ ﺍﻟﻨﺼﻒ ﻳﺰﺩﺍﺩ ﻋﻠﻰ ﺍﻟﻌﻜﺲ ﺗﻤﺎﻣﺎ ﻣﻦ ﺍﻟﺠﺰﻳﺌﺔ ﺍﻟﻘﺎﺑﻠﺔ ﺣﻴﺚ ﻟﻮﺣﻆ ﺍﺯﺩﻳﺎﺩ ﺍﻟﺸﺪﻩ ﺗﺪﺭﻳﺠﻴﺎ ﻭﻗﻠﺔ ﻋﺮﺽ
.ﺍﻟﻨﺼﻒ ﻟﻬﺎ ﻋﻨﺪ ﺯﻳﺎﺩﺓ ﺗﺮﻛﻴﺰ ﺍﻟﺠﺰﻳﺌﺔ ﺍﻟﻘﺎﺑﻠﺔ
and four component dye mixtures. The
most frequently used donor-acceptor
pairs in the ETDL are: crestylvioletrhodamine 6G, rhodamine B-DODC,
Coumarin - acrivlavine, different
Coumarin dyes with some aromatic
compounds [8].
Treansfer of the electronic excitation
energy from the donor molecule (D) to
an acceptor molecule (A) generally
occurs in one of the following
processes: (a) radiative transfer, (b)
Fӧrster energy resonance transfer
(FRET), (c) collisional energy transfer,
or (d) molecular complexation [12-15].

Introduction
Energy transfer between molecules is a
core phenomenon in photosynthesis [13] and an enabling technology for
photovoltaic [4, 5], organic lighting
sources [6] or bio sensing [7].
Electronic energy transfer in a dye
mixture is established as an additional
effective mechanism to extend the
wavelength of lasing and tunability in
an energy transfer dye laser (ETDL).
For such dye laser an enhancement or
decrease in the laser energy output is
noticed .An ETDL with wide tunability
has been achieved using two, three,
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The radiative energy transfer has a
great
importance
when
the
concentration of the donor and
acceptor is low, then the distance
between molecules will be large
comparing to collision diameter
(150<RO) A0 [10], i.e. there is no direct
reaction between the donor molecule
(D)and the acceptor molecule (A). In
other word the radiative transfer of
energy is confined to the acceptor
molecules which the change of spin
multiplicity doesn't happen in, i.e. spin
permissible transfer, like energy
transfer (mono-mono) or (tri-tri). In
relation to the probability of the
transfer (mono-tri), it's very weak
because the absorption parameter of it
is waek [8], while fӧster resonance
energy transfer (FRET) is a mechanism
describing energy transfer between a
donor molecule (D) in an excited
electronic state to an acceptor molecule
(A)[6]. The donor molecules typically
emit at shorter wavelength which
overlap with the absorption spectrum
of the acceptor. The energy is not
emitted by the donor (D) as a photon,
or absorbed as a photon by the
acceptor (A), but is transferred by nonradiative
pathways
[10].
The
perturbation of the excited (D)
molecule on the (A) molecule take
place electrodynamically through
space, as a dipole-dipole interaction.
This interaction only takes place over a
0.5-10 nm range, limiting the distance
over which (FRET) can occur. The rate
of transfer of energy is a strong
function of separation distance, and is
proportional to (distance)-6. The
distance at which the (FRET)
efficiency is 50%is known as the
Fӧster radius (R0) [11] and is typically

in the range of 2-6 nm. Suitable
donor/acceptor pairs require:
-sufficient spectral overlap of the
emission and absorption spectra.
-High quantum yield of donor.
-High absorption coefficient of
acceptor.
-Matching orientations of the donor
and acceptor dipoles.
In order for (FRET) to occur the
acceptor does not have to be
fluorescent, but if so, it emits a photon
following
transfer,
which
is
characteristic
of
the
acceptor
fluorescence spectrum, although only
D has been initially excited. Fig. 1
shows this process for the ideal case of
two molecules with a large stokes shift.
(A): illustrates that if the distance
between the donor and acceptor
molecule is beyond the (FRET) limit
and the system is excited, donor
emission can be observed but no
energy transfer occurs and there is no
emission of the acceptor. However
when the donor and acceptor are
within the (FERT) limit energy transfer
can occur and both donor and acceptor
emission can now be seen, with the
donor emission reduced. (B): Shows
how the emission spectra of the donor
and acceptor change for (non-FRET)
and (FRET). (C): Shows the lifetime of
the donor changes for (non –FRET)
and (FRET), where a reduction in
lifetime occurs. The fluorescence
lifetime of a fluorophore depends on
both radiative and non-radiative
processes. Energy transfer from the
donor molecule to the acceptor
molecule causes an increase in the
non-radiative rate and a decrease in the
radiative rate of the donor, this result
in a decreased lifetime of the donor.
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Fig. 1: Fluorescence emission and fluorescence decay spectra of (non-FRET) and (FRET)
systems. (A): Donor and acceptor molecule interaction, (B): Fluorescence emission for
(non-FRET) and (FRET), (C): Fluorescence decay for (non-FRET) and (FRET). Adapted
from [12].

The energy transfer mechanism
appearing in a given dye mixture
depends
on
the
fluorescence
characteristics of the donor and
acceptor and, in many cases is
influenced by the method of excitation.

Materials and methods
1- Preparation of fluorescent dyes
The structure of the fluorophore
examined in this study are shown in
Fig. 2 (coumarin 334, Rhodamin 590).
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Coumarin 334

Rhodamin 590
Fig. 2: Sitructures of the examined dyes.

(C28 H31 N2 O3 Cl), molar mass
(479.03 g/mol) Each dye was dissolved
in ethanol (polar protic, its dielectric
constantɛ = 25, and viscosity g (mpa
s) (20 C0) is 1.2 to create a stock
solution. Dye concentrations were
ranged from 0.5*10-4 M to 2*10-4M but
the molar concentration of the Mixing
laser dyes are listed in Table 1.

The scientific name of Coumarin 334
is 2, 3, 5, 6-1H, 4H-Tetrahydro-9acetylquinolizino-[9,
9a,
1-gh]coumarin – coumarin 521 and its
molecular wheight 283.33 (gm/cm3)
with a chemical formula C17 H17 NO3,
while Rhodamine 590 is a synthetic
organic compound available as a dark
reddish purple, brown or black
crystalline solid, its molecular formula

Table 1: The molar concentration of the mixing prepared dye solutions.
Laser Dye
Concentration
mole/litter

Coumarin 334
5×10-4, 2×10-4&
0.5×10-4

Rhodamine 590
0.16×10-4
0.28×10-4
0.37×10-4
0.44*10-4
0.5×10-4
0.54×10-4
0.58×10-4
0.61×10-4
0.64×10-4
0.66×10-4

(standard cell), was used for testing
liquid samples. the fluorescence
spectrum at room temperature in the
emission wavelength range (180900)nm
was
measured
using
fluorescence
spectrophotometer,
spectra Academy L td SV-2100 made
in Korea …..as shown in Fig. 3.

Experimental setup
UV-Visible absorption spectra of the
laser compounds were carried. The
absorption spectra of prepared sample
were obtain using UV-VIS mate SP 8001 double beam spectrophotometer
covering the range (190-1100nm)
supplied by Meterech Corporation
(Taipei,
Taiwan).
Quartiz
cell
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Fig. 3: The fluorescence spectrophotometer.

concentration) are shown in Fig. 4. The
peak absorption of
Coumarin 334
and Rhodamine 590 dye are around
(425-463) nm and (523-536) nm.

3.5
3.0
2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0

3.5
3.0
2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0

Rod. in Ethanol
2*10^-4

coum 334
2*10^-4

Absorbance

Absorbance

Result and discussion
The normalizing absorption spectra of
coumarin 334 and Rhodamine 590
dyes
solution
(at
different

1.5*10^-4
1*10^-4
0.5*10^-4

350 400 450 500 550 600 650 700

1.5*10^-4
1*10^-4
0.5*10^-4

350

λ (nm)

450

550

λ (nm)
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Fig. 4: The absorption spectrum of (a) Coumarin 334 and (b) Rhodamine 590 dye solution.

Fig. 5 shows the normalized
fluorescence spectra of Coumarin 334
and Rhodamine 590 the peak
fluorescence of Coumarin 334 and
Rhodamine 590 dyes is around (506515)nm, and, (559-570), respectively.
Initially it has been observed that the
absorption and fluorescence intensity
at maximum wavelength was increase
with increasing concentration for two
types of dye laser (Coumarin 334 and
Rhodamine 590). This is because of
low concentration--n adopted the dye

molecules became more relaxed and
there are a large intermolecular
distance. in addition to the wavelength
displacement (red shifting) in peaks
position which is attributed to the self
–absorption which modifies the
observed fluorescence spectrum by
reducing the intensity of the short
wavelength region of spectrum (due to
overlap with the absorption spectrum)
and enhancing the intensity of the long
wavelength region.
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Fig. 5: The fluorescence spectrum of (a) Coumarin 334 (b) Rhodamin 590 dye solution.

To confirm the energy transfer process,
the excitation spectrum of coumarin
334 dye should be plotted together
with the emission spectrum of
Rhodamin 590. The transfer process
depend on the area of overlap since the

area under the emission spectrum of
acceptor Rhodamin 590 overlaps with
the excitation spectrum of Coumarin
so the transfer from coumarin 334 to
Rhodamin 590 is happened Fig. 6
show this relation.

18000.0

3.5
0.5*10-4

14000.0

1.5*10-4

3
2.5

2*10-4

12000.0

5*10-4

2

10000.0
8000.0

1.5

6000.0

1

4000.0

absorpaance

1*10-4

fluorescence

16000.0

0.5

2000.0

0

0.0
350

400

450

500

550

600

650

700

λ (nm)
Fig. 6: The overlap between fluorescence spectra of coumarin 334 dye and absorption
spectra of Rhodamine 590 dye solution at different molar concentration.

The spectral overlapping between the
fluorescence band and the absorption
band, is in the wavelength range of
455-605nm it is appropriate for
achieving the energy transfer process
from Coumarin 334 as donor
molecules to Rhodamin 590
as
acceptor molecules.

The room temperature fluorescence
spectra of dye mixture (10, 10 and
10)M of Coumarin 334 and at different
concentration of Rhodamine590 doped
as a solution are illustrated in Fig. 7 it
can be observed from these figures that
the fluorescence intensity of acceptor
dyes Rhodamin 590 increases with the
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increase of its concentration at fixed
donor concentration. This may be due
to the reduction of intermolecular
distance between the donor and
acceptor molecules. One can see that
the appearance of a small red shift of
the peak emission wavelength of donor
compared with acceptor as the acceptor
dye concentration increases. This result
gives an indication that the acceptor
molecules Rhodamine 590 in dye
mixture can be excited by two ways.
The first one is by direct pumping
because of the acceptor fluorescence
enhancement
at
the
acceptor
concentration range in the present
study. Secondly, by er-absorption of
the energy from donor molecules
Coumarin 334 in the energy transfer
process, where the red shift of donor
fluorescence spectral curves gives an
indication that the excitation energy is
transferred from donor to acceptor at
the cost of emission from the fromer
moleculer system.
The energy transfer rate constant (KET )
is estimated from stern-volmer relation
and plots[13]
ID/IDA=1+KET ƬD [A]

of acceptor, respectively; [A] is the
acceptor concentration ƬD is the
fluorescence lifetime of donor in the
absence of acceptor Fig. 8 show Stern
–volmer plots of Coumarin 334 –
Rhodamin
590
dye
mixture,
respectively. This plot represents the
relation of (ID/IDA) as a function of
acceptor concentration.
The fluorescence intensities ratio
increase linearly with the acceptor
concentration and thus Stern –Volmer
relation of energy transfer has been
implemented. thi value of KET con be
calculated from the slop of straight line
and found to be in the range of 1010 to
109
l/mol s. Thus the dominant
mechanism of energy transfer process,
for bimolecular system in silica
matrices is non-radiatioin resonance
energy transfer [14]. The fundamental
quantity in Foresters theory of
resonance energy transfer is the critical
transfer distance (R0 forster radius ).the
values of R0 depend on the half
quenching concentration [A]1/2 which
is the concentration of acceptor
required to decrease the fluorescence
of the donor by one half and is given as
[15]:

(1)

KET =1/ƬD[A]1/2

here ID and IDA are the fluorescence
intensities in the absence and presence
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Fig. 7: Energy transfer process between Coumarin 334 and Rhodamin 590 at different
concentration.
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Fig. 8: Stern-Volmer plot for Coumarin 334 doped with Rhodamin 590 dye mixture in
ethanol as a function of acceptor concentration.

Thus R0 (critical transfer distance) can
be experimentally determined from the
Stern-Volmewr plots using the relation
[15]:
𝟕.𝟑𝟓
R ° = 𝟑 [𝐀]
(3)
�

represent the lower distance required
for a radiation energy transfer and less
than 6 A for collisional energy transfer
[16] Therefore, the range value of R in
the present study give another
indication that the non- radiative
resonance energy transfer is the
dominant mechanism for bi- molecules
in solution.

𝟏⁄𝟐

From Fig. 9 the value of Ro is found to
be in the range of 150Ao R 6 A. since
the range value of R more than 150 A
100

5*1-4

R0

80

2*1-4

60

0.5*1-4

40
20
0
0

0.2

0.4
Concentration

0.6

0.8

Fig. 9: Ro as a function of acceptor concentration for different donor concentration.

Conclusions
The fluorescence spectra and energy
transfer parameters for bi-molecules in
solution indicate that non radiation
resonance energy transfer is the
dominant mechanism in such matrices.
The dyes mixture encapsulated in
solution leads to increase the acceptor
emission intensity i.e. decreased

bandwidth at FWHM. Thus, the
aggregation
effect
of
acceptor
molecules
and
subsequently
concentration quenching can be
reduced compared with the case of
single dye.
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